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Chapter 1: making money 
The best assets to make money online 

Before we describe all the possible tricks,  we are asking an important question - 
which types of virtual assets are out there, and which ones are best to make money 
online? 

We are sure that you are like me - creating, putting things online and testing. But not 
everything that we do, can actually create money. Here is a basic table that outlines 
all possible options: 

In the next chapters we will explain how to make money from those ideas.  

ScoreDisadvantagesAdvantagesAsset type

50% Hard to liquidate - lots of  buyers, few
sellers. Hard to make money of

 Cheap to buy - you can
 find good domain names
for $10

Domain names

70%Requires ongoing content support Can be used to generate
 organic and ongoing
 traffic by publishing links.
 Easy to buy facebook
 groups. And they are
 fairly cheap to buy

 Facebook / social media
group

70%Hard to get organic traffic Easy to build , easy to
maintain

Web application

20% Expensive to build, expensive to
maintain, hard to market

Ongoing incomeSmartphone app

80% Difficult to market, requires large
investments, requires professional work

 Interesting to run,
 enriching, worthwhile
 economically

Webinar

80% Requires commitment to publish on an
 ongoing basis. Hard to market.
 Requires lots of  investment (especially
time investment)

 Interesting to run,
 enriching, worthwhile
 economically

Podcast

90% Requires attention and focus to a
specific niche

 Interesting to run,
 enriching, can be run by
 contractors

Blog

70% A bit old fashion, hard to generate
organic traffic

Interesting to doEbook

5% Impossible to do unless you plan to
 work hard. Not good as passive income
source

Lots of  money AFFILIATE
MARKETING
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Chapter 2: monetisation  
The basics of how to make money online 

 

DetailsMethod

Payment for every 1,000 views on your website Pay by exposures
CPM

Payment for picking adverts on your website Pay by click
CPC

 Payment for download of  an app / software Pay by downloads
CPA

Payment by % of  sales to 3rd parties which you sell to
Affiliate marketing

 Payment for membership in a website, usually as a monthly membership pay.
 For example - to enter your site and read content

 
memberships

 A sell of  a software or a use of  a website, usually a one time payment (for
 example - a sell for an Adobe or Microsoft product)

Licensing

Giving information for free with a hope to sell services of  support on top of  it Service on top of  open
source platforms
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 FAQ TIP
 If you look for a free
 website or startup

 idea:
 FreeStartupIdea.com
 Suggesting ideas for

free

http://FreeStartupIdea.com
http://FreeStartupIdea.com


Chapter 3: CPM 
Generating passive income 

We are aware that your site is young and you don’t have enough traffic, you got 
maybe 50 users a day, 1,000 users a month. You can’t generate income from such 
low traffic - we will get to marketing tricks in the next chapters, but before that, you 
need to build the foundation of income of your business. The most common mistake 
- people join the Google Adsense scheme - we strongly recommend to avoid this as 
it is a complete waste of time. There are several reasons for that: 

• Google Adsense is paying you only for actual clicks - which means that for each 
500,000 users you would be lucky to earn $100/month. Those numbers are 
dependent on the niche, 

• Google are running “spying” algorithms which clean “suspicious” users and 
“double” users or anything else which they do not like. This is a very hard way to 
make money. 

• Working with Google is very difficult. They change their way of work, terms and 
conditions, they block account and generating troubles. You can find better ways 
to do things. 

The solution - search in Google for: 

 CPM Advertising Network

And register to one of the networks which pay by CPM - i.e. for each 1,000 page 
views / advert views. We strongly recommend you to join a company not too large 
(so they won’t put all sorts of hard audit / conditions), and not to a company overly 
too small (you want to get paid in the end). Here are few recommendations, but we 
strongly suggest that you research deep / bottom Google search results to get to 
other companies:    

1. PropellerAds 
2. HillTopAds 
3. AdBuff 
4. ClickADu 
5. Conversant Media 
6. Exponential 

Important: follow the network T&C otherwise you will get blocked. Some networks do 
not clean your own traffic and do not fine you for multiple traffic for same user 
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https://www.shoutmeloud.com/recommended/Propeller/
https://www.shoutmeloud.com/recommended/hilltopads/
https://www.shoutmeloud.com/recommended/Adbuff/
https://www.shoutmeloud.com/recommended/Clickadu/
https://www.conversantmedia.com/digital-marketing-products/publishers
http://exponential.com/publisher-solutions/


Chapter 4: defeating Alexa 
How to generate genuine traffic to your website 

that will trigger organic traffic 

OK, now we are starting to get into deep business. Alexa, Google Ahrefs, SEMrush, 
even Facebook - all those websites examine traffic entering to your site with all sorts 
of pixel / spyware / analytics solutions, and according to this traffic they determine if 
your URL is worthwhile of reaching higher ranking in search results or should have 
better rating in social media (e.g. when you post a link). You have two problems to 
solve here: 

The chicken and egg problem: your site is not popular as it is new - and until it is 
popular, it won’t rank high in search results, and until it is not ranked high in search 
results - it won’t be popular. Yes we know that all sorts of “professionals” are selling 
“courses” to teach you how to write “magic content” that in “several weeks” will rank 
you higher in search results - but truth is, that unless you are as famous as Oprah 
Winfrey, your content won’t lift you in Google unless a miracle has happened. We will 
solve this problem with a small trick and later on in this guide we will expose you to 
more advanced tricks. 

The spying problem: even if you sit all day long and refreshed your own website or 
used bots which do so, Google, Alexa etc will know that the user browsing your 
website is not a real user. Even if you used Proxy you won’t be able to bypass this 
limitation: IP numbers of proxy services are known… bots have got a digital 
signature and…. Such companies do not just look at IPs but at mouse movements, 
user patterns etc. It means that you would need real users in order to make it 
happen, users like you, that will enter your site and enhance its ranking. How could 
that be achieved? 

The solution: a network of traffic exchange, which exchanges traffic between real 
users, and is exchanging the traffic automatically - it is 100% legit “white hat” 
technique. Here is how it works: 

Enter the site: 

  https://www.RefreshExchange.com   
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https://www.RefreshExchange.com


And enter your own website address in the right place. 

The Refresh Exchange application is generating traffic of real users. Users are 
people like you and me which leave their own browser open until your website is 
entering its place in the queue of websites to share. Let us explain what is happening 
here: 

• For every site that your browser is presenting, you earn one point. 

• For every point you earned, your website will appear in the browser of someone 
else from the network. 

• The users are real people. You can leave your browser open or use multiple 
browser windows to earn extra points. 

• The site does not leave any tracks like referral stamps. The users seems to enter 
your site “directly” 

• The added values: 
• Google analytics - which is the main Google spying agent, can see natural entries 

to your website 

• ALEXA and other apps which use routing data, can see natural entries to your 
website. 

• The result: increase in your organic rating and ranking. 

•  Note: It takes time to earn ranking credit points - between 8 months to one year. 
The first results would be observed two weeks after you started - so be patient! 

• It is important to operate the application constantly and without proxies. The best 
is to leave an independent browser window with the application open. 

• Note your URL spelling! If spelling is wrong, the credit will get allocated to the 
wrong URL. 
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 Send this tutorial to friends you trust.

 Make sure our circle of  users is trusty, spam free,
professionals.



Chapter 5: backlinks 
How to pass Google, and “SEO professionals” 

All professionals - and Google as well - agree that Backlinks are the most effective 
way to get better search engine ranking and earn organic traffic. But the catch is, 
that backlinks cost a lot of time and money. 

Experts will sell you one backlink for around $100. However paying back $100 from 
passive income, taking into account you need hundreds of backlinks to make it 
happen - will take you a long time and cost you a fortune. To hire an SEO expert is a 
business for someone which has thousands of dollars free to spend. 

One way to do it, is to write down to website owners and ask then to swap links. But 
according to Google, links swapping would end up with zero ranking points….: 
Google would offset back-to-back backlinks as they have zero value. 

So what could you do? One of the best solutions, but hard to implement, would be to 
create a ring of backlinks - so Google won’t offset your points against someone else. 
It works like that: 

 Paul is linking to Georgia
 Georgia is linking to Henri

 Henri is linking to Alena
 Alena is linking to Alex

 Alex is linking back to Paul

Using such a technique, Google won’t offset your backlinks against others, since it is 
very hard to track record who is linking to whom. Search engines can’t track 
complicated cross links because the whole internet by definition looks like a “star 
network” and not like a “hierarchy”. So a ring network could work well to create 
backlinks. 

However….creating a ring network is very easy on paper - but think how hard it is to 
manage such a network, basically you will need to convince 5 or 6 website owners to 
link to others and in a certain order. It is not a practical solution - even getting 
someone to just link to you was a hard job. 
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The solution: backlinks automation. 

“experts” will of course tell you that back linking automation is “dangerous” and that 
Google will penalise you for doing so. But fact is, that even Google are automating 
links via their Google Adsense network: they publish links according to what 
advertisers set, and they do not penalise websites for presenting such links. You are 
not allowed to penalise websites for links automation… otherwise every content 
management system (CMS) and advertisers’ network wouldn’t survive the internet. 
Obviously, you don’t want to spam with automated links - i.e, fill your page with 
useless links - but backlinks automation which is done properly, is 100% legit. 

Obviously, you would want to use a reliable back linking network, spam free etc. Our 
recommendation is to use https://www.LinksXchange.com and from the outlined 
reasons: 
• Firstly, it is free 
• No need to register or to follow an exhausting funnel: the network identifies a small 

javascript that you embed on your site, Google analytics style of integration, and 
the rest is done automatically. 

• You get a point for every page view 
• The network is automatically identifying spammers and banning them (like porno 

site) 
• The network automatically identifies your website language, and will swap links 

with other sites in the same language. 
• You define your website niche, the network will exchange links with sites in your 

niche. 
• Analytics reports which tell you on which sites your own website been shared on. 

 

 A screenshot of
 LinksXchange.com -

 reliable automatic
 backlinking

The guide continues 
on the next page  
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https://www.LinksXchange.com
https://www.LinksXchange.com


Chapter 6: The golden coin 
of social media 

How to know what to post, where and when 

Do you know AHREFS? AHREFS is a great tool, except two issues: first, it costs 
$100/month and it is hard work to work with its data, and 2nd - it does not work on 
social media sites, just on websites. 

Social media is a gigantic marketing opportunity that can provide segmented traffic 
to your website. Any social media post can potentially turn into a viral post - 
conditional of course that you used the right keywords and the right hashtags, but 
how would you know which hashtags are the best ones, and which keywords are the 
best one to use in social media: on the web, we have tools like semrush and Ahrefs 
but over social media, it seems like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram… the 
monopolies… they have sort of ownership of their data while the available social 
media tools seems to be not so professional. 

The solution is one of the brightest tools on the Internet which is also free to use: 
SMO SPY. Enter the tool and pay attention to what it can give you: 

https://www.SMOspy.com 
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https://www.SMOspy.com


In the central box you can enter a keyword, domain name or a hashtag. I entered the 
word “Israel”. 
In reply, we get a super fancy dashboard with multiple current opportunities in regard 
to my keyword - Israel: 

• The best hashtags to use 
• What are the current trends in social media 
• Ideas for keywords and how they distribute in popularity 

The tools is huge and allows all sorts of analysis, while the data is changing in real 
time according to what is happening now in social media, exactly like Google 
results change in real time by crawling to the internet - SMO SPY crawls to social 
media and gives you real time data on social media trends and also… : 

• Domain names analysis 
• Creation of infographics by keywords 
• Keywords scraper 
• Market analysis and niche analysis 
• Scraping and downloading of keywords (in the next chapters we will expose you 

to even a stronger keywords scraper tool) 
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Chapter 7: the power of 
hashtags 

Why hashtags are important and how to find the 
best hashtags to use 

Hashtags are probably the most confusing and least appreciated tactical tool in the 
digital wprld, even that their importance is higher than of domain names, or facebook 

pages or even from “normal” keywords. Issue is that without proper use of hashtags - 
they really have no value and no meaning. My point is, that hashtags are not 
appreciated not because they are not important, but because they are not 

understood well, especially not understood well by “experts”. 

There are several hashtags characteristic which makes them important, but 
difficult to use: 
• No one “owns” hashtags. Anyone can use any hashtag you want - in contrast to 

domain names which you can buy and own 

• Hashtags change all the time! A hashtag which was popular yesterday, could 
disappear tomorrow. 

• The right hashtags can bring traffic of thousands of views in a minute! But 
hashtags popularity also changes in terms of minutes. It means that whoever is 

smart and fast - can ride on that wave and leverage on the right hashtags. 
• There aren’t any hashtags rules. For example, the hashtag #goodfood may be a 

dead horse while the hashtags #goodfood9am could be very popular. Why? 

There isn’t any particular reason - it is what it is. Probably someone started to use 
the second hashtag and not the first one, and it turned to be popular. We don’t 

really care. 
• A hashtag does not have to be correlated to the post it is embedded in! For 

example, theoretically you can write a post about software and use a hashtag 
about food. There aren’t any limitations to use any hashtag you want, the only 

downside is that you may look ridiculous. 
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How hashtags work? 
Imagine a situation in which a famous celebrity used the hashtag #GoodFood9am in 
her post, and you add that hashtag to your post. This will trigger several things: 
• Anyone clicking the hashtag (even on the celebrity post) - will get redirected to the 

“hashtag page” - a page which outputs all the posts which used this hashtag. Your 
post will be there as well. 

• The hashtag page is indexed by search engines…. Bingo! You received a huge 
niche related backlink with lots of related keywords on that page. 

• Your post will be more likely to enter news feed / page feed of users which are 
targeted by this hashtag.  

• All this means you will gain more traffic. 

How to find the best hashtags? 
Common websites which publish “popular hashtags” are supplying static lists of 

hashtags, what means that they have no value. Other websites publish hashtags 
which were popular last year - this is not relevant as well.  
The solution - enter the website TagPredict: 

https://www.TagPredict.com  
Then click download and download the free chrome extension from the Google 

Webstore. The main “problem” with this extension is that it is overly smart - you need 
to research and understand what you can do with it before you can actually use it 

properly: 
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https://www.TagPredict.com


• Real time hashtags trend graphs 

• You can mouse over hashtags which others are using, to see of they are really 
popular as they think 

• You can search for current popular hashtags by keywords 

• You can search for current popular  hashtags by niche / market 
• and… the best part: you can scrape hashtags of influencers to reuse them in your 

own posts. 

Lets see how it works. Click the extension button and you get the top popular 
hashtags trending now: 
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If you browse sites with hashtags, or even browsing Google search results, hashtags 
are highlighted and you can mouse over to get data and trend graphs: 

Click “scarper” to get the right tab. The scraper has two interesting options - 
“automatic pilot” and “scrape as I browse” - it means that if you enter pages of 
influencers or celebrities - you will be able to collect which hashtags they use, and 
leverage on their popularity! 
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Chapter 8: spy after Google 
How to find the keywords which Google indexed and 

plane your competition in the top of search results 

Almost all the tools in this guide are freeware tools, however in the following lines we 
will use a paid tool which deserves every cent you pay for it - it is a Chrome 
extension which can do for you anything you ask, except maybe coffee. But before 
we describe it, lets investigate for a minute the meaning of keywords. 

When analyse keywords with tools like ahrefs and semrush, which are amazing 
tools to use if you do mainstream strategy, we basically getting the following results: 
• Keywords in our website 
• Keywords used by a competitor website 
• Which websites are in the search results of Google search and in which ranking 

All those metrics are really useful and they allow you, by deploying a sophisticated 
analysis work, to browse page by page through competitors websites and 
understand how they reached the top search results. This strategy has got two 
disadvantages: 
• It is not so accurate, as it is not really exposing the reason why those sites 

reached the top search results. It tells you what those sites do - not what Google 
does. 

• If your site is new, it will be hard to get a jumping point to the top search results. 

• 
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Warning!  
The tool recommended in the following pages is for expert users only. You 
could use it to spy after Google, to download mailing lists, to download site 
assets, download phone numbers and more. But you must be an expert to 

use it properly.



The solution is so use a tool called Scraper Crawler. As said before, it is a very 

complex tool and you must invest time in learning how to use in order to gain results 
working with it. 

https://www.ScraperCrawler.com  

Enter the site and download the extension. Note: in order to spy after Google, you 
must use the extension and not the web version! 

The “download” button takes you to the Google chrome webstore, you need to 
register and you could use a free version, but in order to do proper scraping you 
must use the paid version. They have an option to pay just one dollar for testing. 

After installation, the extension will appear in the extensions section of Google 
chrome, click the button and it should open the extension window. We suggest you 

click the button when you are already inside the Google search results that you wish 
to analyse:  
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https://www.ScraperCrawler.com


In the above screenshot, we clicked “settings” - it is really important that you get to 
know the settings options before you start actual scraping: 

• Tabs to show: this defines which tabs to present. It is useful to close non used 
tabs - i.e. - if you scrape keywords, keep just the keywords (and combinations) 
tab open and close the images tabs, etc. 

• Links tab configuration: defines what to download when you download links. 
• Images tab configuration: if you download images, you can download the 

image and also the link associated with it. 
• Domains to crawl to: this is a very important option. It will determine if the 

scraper will work just on domains in your list of links, or external domains. For 
instance: if you got in your list the domain yahoo.com - and the scarper found 
inside it links to yahoo.com and links to other domains: 

• Same domain: crawl just to internal domains 
• External domains: crawl just to external domains 
• All - will crawl to all of the links 

• Crawler options - the most important options!! 
• Delay: to prevent Google and other sites to block you, choose a delay 

option of a minute if you crawl on Google itself and not just on its search 
results (i.e. if you really scrape the google pages) 

• Depth: how many links to follow from the page you are seeing 
• Concurrency: how many crawlers to run in parallel (careful with this 

option!!) 
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http://yahoo.com


Now lets look at several useful use-cases: 

Crawling to spy after Google search results 

This may look a bit like smoking in a petrol station but the way the application is built 
- direct execution of search results - results are very promising and it looks like it 
does not contradict Google’s rules a it is doing what HREFS and SEMRUSH are 
doing just by different mechanism: 

1. Enter the search engine and type in the keywords you are interested in, for 
example: car dealer California  

2. Click the extension button (don’t click start yet!) and cancel all tabs, except the 
Keywords tab and the Combinations tab: 

3. Choose depth of at least 3! 
4. Now click start and watch the results. Results are presented in the following 
screenshot: 
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Now click the “combinations” tab result. The results we are getting are the keywords 
collected from all the websites crawled all together. If we look at the Three Words 
combinations, for example, we will discover that the websites at the top of the 
Google search results are using the following combinations of keywords: 
 
Actual mileage will vary 
CA United States 
Used Cars 
Etc  

Keywords tab: under this tab you can view the summary of all stand-alone 
keywords and how many times they appeared. Pay attention that the most appearing 
keywords are blunt keywords like “The” - it tells you that if your content includes kist 
keywords without real sentences, it won’t really be good for SEO. 
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Note: the crawler can also crawl to Google’s “next page” results.  
Tip#1: define your search results to include 100 results (and not 10, which are the 
default).  

Tip#2: if Google is trying to block you, add a delay between crawls. 

Crawling to collect phone numbers, emails etc 

We can repeat the same exercise but instead of keywords, we can collect Emails or 

phone numbers. To do so, close the “keywords” tab and tick the “emails” and “phone 
numbers” tabs: 
 

Advanced crawling 

Scraper Crawler is allowing also advanced crawling, which means that you could 
scrape anything which appears on the internet or in an existing list of websites. 

1. Crawling to a list of websites  
 
instead of using the browser URL, simply paste a list of websites in the URLs 
window: 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2. Advanced crawling 
To execute advanced crawling, you need to know REGEXP, which is a very effective 
search and replace shortcodes language. Scraper Crawler includes an option to 
search by regex, this is under the settings tab: 

 

 

  

Useful REGEXP resources:  
Free REGEXP courses:  
https://regexone.com 
https://www.marksanborn.net/howto/learning-regular-expressions-for-beginners-the-basics  
Regexp wizard engine: https://regex101.com 
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3. Crawl to wikipedia pages 
Under the Wikipedia tab you can download content from wikipedia without mixing it 
with other websites, the crawler will crawl until it detects wikipedia pages and when 
you choose save as csv you will get them saved on your computer. 

Next: how to inject traffic to your website 
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 Cool! 

 A plugin which pushes
 content from Facebook
  groups to your website

  www.GroupPlugin.com

http://www.GroupPlugin.com
http://www.GroupPlugin.com


Chapter 9: 
Generate fast web traffic 

How to refresh your website pages to generate 
high CPM and high Google Analytics data 

The last crawler we will look at is recommended to use only if you are familiar with 
using proxies that change your IP on each URL / on frequent time. It is called 
“Refresh Crawler” and can be used as a web app or as a Chrome extension (both 
are working great). Enter the following URL: 

https://www.RefreshCrawler.com 

And enter your website URL. This is how it looks on Wikipedia: 

 

Refresh Crawler has got several interesting options: 
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https://www.RefreshCrawler.com


1. You can decide the depth of crawling 
2. You can set if you want to crawl external URLs or not 
3. You can set how often to refresh the screen - this option has got several usages - 

first, you can define it according to proxy rotation. Also some widgets (like Google 
analytics) don’t like frequent refreshes - they may cleanse such traffic. A refresh 
once a minute can be merged with the overall traffic 

4. You can set the application to scroll to the followed URL. This is used to emulate 
user behaviour and other reasons. 

Refresh Crawler is a new application and it is currently growing in the Google 
webstore. We will leave you with this thought - try to think - why such an app is so 
attractive for web site owners. 

 Thanks and goodbye, we hope you enjoyed

 The Underground Growth Hacking Tutorial
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